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Concluding word 
 
Dear readers,�
�

�����Thank you for your continued support and feedback. Sanghamitra English 
version completed 1 year with this issue. Without your support it might not have 
happened. We are once again requesting articles for publishing in this magazine. 
There are no bounds to knowledge. I may not know - what you know and you may 
not know - what I know. To share information Sanghamitra is the platform 
available. You can write about all time great scientists, freedom fighters, 
musicians, artists, singers etc. You are always welcome to send articles for the 
sake of our friends in variety of areas namely science, sports, dances, music, 
universe, spirituality, geography or anything of your interest. Sharing knowledge, 
Joy and wealth gives immense joy. Send any articles or your feedback to�
susri@sanghamitra.org��

�

�����You can send your answers to ‘Question Gallery’, ‘Salutation to your 
Solution’, ‘Kids Xword’, ‘Can you find the word’ before September 15th either by 
E-mail or Postal mail. Encourage your kids to do Kids’ Xword and other 
challenges. They learn while enjoying.�
�

Note ��Answers should be sent on or before September 15th.�

�

�����������������������������������������������������������������������Sanghamitra Team��
Our Address��
������Editor, 
��������Sanghamitra� 
��������12450 Lyric Ct., 
��������Saint Louis� 
��������MO 63146. 
 
Phone : (314) 878-9516 
 
E-mail � 
������susri@sanghamitra.org 
                   or 
������ainapura@yahoo.com  
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